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Locating Experience and Related Information

The Pulse Locator is a search engine that enables you to search for these resources:

• People with experience with a specified term. 

• Related information, which includes documents and videos. 

To use this feature, you perform these steps:

1. Enter a single- or multiple-word term in the Pulse Locator search interface, which is located on all 
pages of the Cisco Pulse graphical user interface (GUI).

Pulse Locator delivers a list of the expertise providers with recent experience with the term, and 
related documents and videos. 

2. If desired, refine your people search results using filters. Some examples of filters include corporate 
organizational roles and locations. 

3. Use Click-to-Collaborate, which enables you to click an icon in the full or mini profile of the 
expertise providers to quickly contact them using their preferred contact method, or schedule a 
meeting, which allows you to set up a Microsoft Outlook meeting with selected expertise providers 
who appear in the Pulse Locator search results. 

4. View the related videos and documents. 

These topics provide details about using the Pulse Locator and understanding the results:

• Understanding the Pulse Locator Search Parameters, page 5-1

• How the Pulse Locator Interacts With the Pulse Vocabulary, page 5-2

• Performing the Pulse Locator Search, page 5-3

• Understanding the Search Results, page 5-6

Understanding the Pulse Locator Search Parameters
To initiate a search, you can enter a maximum of 32 words composed of these characters in the Pulse 
Locator search interface, which is located on all pages of the Cisco Pulse GUI: 

• Upper- or lower-case alphanumeric characters

• Character spaces

• Special characters:

– Ampersand (&)

– Hyphen (-)
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– Plus sign (+)

– Pound sign (#)

– Forward slash (/)

– Asterisk (*)

– Period (.)

– At sign (@)

The searches are case-insensitive, which means the Pulse Locator attempts to match the term you entered 
in upper-case letters, lower-case letters, or a mix of both. 

In general, the more specific you make your search entry, the better your search results are. For example, 
entering 

network collaboration 

returns better results than entering just 

network

How the Pulse Locator Interacts With the Pulse Vocabulary
This topic describes these Pulse Locator interactions with the Pulse Vocabulary:

• Understanding Term Groupings, page 5-2

• Suggesting New Terms and Synonyms, page 5-3

Understanding Term Groupings
The Pulse Vocabulary contains terms on which users can search and find people with experience, as well 
as related documents and videos. A term grouping is a term in the Pulse Vocabulary and its associated 
synonyms. This is a sample term grouping: 

• Term: Cisco Unified Communications Manager

• Synonyms: Unified CM and UCM

When a user enters a term in the Pulse Locator search interface, the Pulse Locator first searches for the 
term in the Pulse Vocabulary. If it finds an exact match, it expands the search to include all terms in the 
term grouping. For example, if a user enters “UCM,” Pulse Locator expands the search to also include 
“Cisco Unified Communications Manager” and “Unified CM.” The Pulse Locator searches the Pulse 
Index for “UCM,” “Cisco Unified Communications Manager,” and “Unified CM” and displays the 
results (users, videos, and documents) for all of these terms. 

However, if a user searches for a term and Pulse Locator does not find an exact match in the Pulse 
Vocabulary, Pulse Locator interprets the search input based on what literally appears in the Pulse 
Vocabulary. For example, if a user searches for “Communications Manager,” Pulse Locator would not 
return any search results because the Pulse Vocabulary does not include that literal term (although it 
includes Cisco Unified Communications Manager). 

Related Topics

• Suggesting New Terms and Synonyms, page 5-3
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Suggesting New Terms and Synonyms
When you perform a search on a term, Pulse Locator checks all terms and synonyms in the Pulse 
Vocabulary for an exact match with the term. These possible scenarios can arise: 

• If Pulse Locator does not find an exact match, it declares that the term is new and prompts you to 
add it to the Pulse Dictionary. 

The Pulse Dictionary enables you to suggest a term for inclusion in the Pulse Vocabulary along with 
up to five synonyms for that term. The term and synonyms that you suggest must adhere to rules 
described in the ““User-Suggested Terms and Synonyms” section on page 6-2.

Your suggestion is subject to the approval of the business administrator, who manages the Pulse 
Vocabulary. If the administrator approves your term, it is added to the Pulse Vocabulary, and Cisco 
Pulse starts to tag, or attach, users to it.

If, along with a new term, you suggest a synonym that already exists in the Pulse Vocabulary, Cisco 
Pulse merges your input with the existing Pulse Vocabulary entry. Specifically, the new term you 
specify supersedes the existing term in the vocabulary, and Cisco Pulse merges all synonyms 
together. If the total number of synonyms exceeds the maximum of five, the merge fails and Cisco 
Pulse warns you of this failure. 

• If Pulse Locator finds an exact match, it prompts you to add up to five synonyms for that term. 

The synonyms that you suggest must adhere to rules described in the “User-Suggested Terms and 
Synonyms” section on page 6-2. Additional synonyms are subject to the approval of business 
administrator. 

Related Topics

• Understanding the Pulse Locator Search Parameters, page 5-1

Performing the Pulse Locator Search
This topic describes how to perform a Pulse Locator search. 

Procedure

To perform a Pulse Locator search:

Step 1 In the Pulse Locator search interface, which is located on all pages in the Cisco Pulse GUI, enter a single- 
or multiple-word term, and click Search.

Figure 5-1 shows how to enter a term in the Pulse Locator search interface in the Home page. 
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Figure 5-1 Sample Home Page—Performing a Search 

Figure 5-2 displays a sample Search Results page, which consists of three areas: the Pulse Locator search 
interface, People Matches, and Related Information areas. The Related Information area appears under 
these circumstances:

• If the Pulse Locator finds at least one expertise provider for a specified term. 

• If the Pulse Locator finds at least one related document or video for a specified term.

Figure 5-2 Sample Search Results Page 
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Step 2 Check the Pulse Locator search interface area to determine if the Pulse Locator is prompting you to take 
one of these voluntary actions:

• Add your term, which is not currently in the Pulse Vocabulary, to the Pulse Dictionary.

• Add synonyms for your term, which already exists in the Pulse Vocabulary, to the Pulse Dictionary.

The term and synonyms that you suggest must adhere to rules described in the ““User-Suggested Terms 
and Synonyms” section on page 6-2. All suggested additions are subject to the approval of the business 
administrator. 

Step 3 To add a new term to the Pulse Dictionary, perform these substeps:

a. Click the suggest it as an enhancement to the Pulse Vocabulary? link in the Pulse Locator search 
interface area as shown in Figure 5-3. 

Figure 5-3 Sample Search Results—Adding a New Term and Synonyms 

The Pulse Dictionary - New Term dialog box prompts you to add synonyms to the Pulse Dictionary. 

b. Add up to five synonyms separated by a comma (,), then click Submit. 

The system displays a message indicating whether or not the term has been submitted for approval. 

c. To close the Pulse Dictionary - New Term dialog box, click Close. 

Step 4 To add synonyms for an existing term, perform these substeps:

a. Click the term for which you want to add synonyms in the Pulse Locator search interface area as 
shown in Figure 5-4. 
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Figure 5-4 Sample Search Results—Adding Synonyms to an Existing Term 

The Pulse Dictionary - Existing Term dialog box prompts you to add synonyms to the Pulse 
Dictionary. 

b. Add up to five synonyms separated by a comma (,), then click Submit. 

The system displays a message indicating whether or not the term has been submitted for approval. 

c. To close the Pulse Dictionary - Existing Term dialog box, click Close. 

Step 5 To learn more about the Pulse Locator search interface area as well as the features in the People Matches 
and Related Information areas of the Search Results page, see the “Understanding the Search Results” 
section on page 5-6. 

Understanding the Search Results
After you enter a term in the Pulse Locator search interface, Cisco Pulse searches for it in these places: 

• The Pulse Index, which stores people, document, and video entries comprised of these elements:

– The Pulse Vocabulary terms found in content shared across the network.

– The users to whom the terms, documents, and videos are attached. 

– Associated metadata. Document entries include the document title and URL. Video entries 
include the URL and playing times at which the specified term is discovered.

• The public profiles of each user, which includes profile tags, profile keywords, companies worked 
for, educational degrees, links to personal websites, and so on. 
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Matches found in the Pulse Index consist of terms found in the Pulse Vocabulary only, whereas matches 
found in the profile search might consist of all terms displayed in the Pulse Locator search interface area, 
whether or not they are in the Pulse Vocabulary. 

If Cisco Pulse finds matches in the Pulse Index, any additional matches found in the public profiles 
augment the Pulse Index matches in the search results. If Cisco Pulse finds matches in both the Pulse 
Index and public profiles, the Pulse Index matches take a higher precedence. That is, expertise providers 
who matched via the Pulse Index are rated higher in the search results than expertise providers who 
matched via their public profiles. It is also possible for an expertise provider to match via the Pulse Index 
and their public profile. In this case, the rating of the expertise provider in the search results is based on 
their Pulse Index match. 

Cisco Pulse presents the search results for the specified term in the Search Results page. Figure 5-5 
shows a sample Search Results page, which displays initially after you perform a search. 

Figure 5-5 Sample Search Results Page 

This sample page contains three content areas:

• Pulse Locator search interface area. 

• People Matches area. 

• Related Information area, which appears under these circumstances:

– If the Pulse Locator finds at least one expertise provider for a specified term. 

– If the Pulse Locator finds at least one related document or video for a specified term.

Table 5-1 describes each element of the Search Results page. 
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Table 5-1 Search Results Elements

Element Description 

Pulse Locator Search Interface Content Area

Pulse Locator search interface To initiate a search, enter a single- or multiple-word term, and 
click Search. 

Search results summary Displays this information:

• The number of people and related information items found for 
the term upon which you searched. 

• The Pulse tag(s) or profile keywords upon which the Pulse 
Locator found matches.

Add terms and synonyms to 
the Pulse Dictionary

If the Pulse Locator does not find a specified term in the Pulse 
Vocabulary, it prompts you to click a link to add the term as well 
synonyms to the Pulse Dictionary. 

If the Pulse Locator finds a specified term in the Pulse Vocabulary, 
you can click a link of the term to add synonyms for the term to 
the Pulse Dictionary. 

The terms and synonyms that you suggest must adhere to rules 
described in the ““User-Suggested Terms and Synonyms” section 
on page 6-2. All suggested additions are subject to the approval of 
the business administrator.

People Matches Content Area

Refine by Filters that enable you to narrow, or refine, your people search 
results. Click a high-level filter, for example, Role, to expand its 
tree structure, then click a low-level filter, for example, Software 
Engineer, to narrow the results to only expertise providers who 
have the role of Software Engineer. 

Note The filters that are available depend on how your system 
administrator configured them and if your search results 
include one or more expertise providers located through 
the profile search. For more information on filters, see the 
“Refining Your People Search Results” section on 
page 5-13. 

Show/Hide Related 
Information button

By default, if the Pulse Locator finds at least one expertise 
provider and at least one document or video, the Related 
Information area displays. 

If desired, you can hide the Related Information area by clicking 
the Hide Related Information button. To make the Related 
Information area reappear, click the Show Related Information 
button.

Row count Displays the number of rows currently shown and the total number 
of rows for the table. 

Number of rows per page To change the number of rows displayed per page, use the 
drop-down arrow to select the desired number of rows, then click 
Go. 
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These topics provide details about the features available in the People and Related Information search 
results:

• People Search Results, page 5-10

• Related Information Search Results, page 5-29

Availability status icon 
column

Displays a column of status icons if your system administrator 
integrated the Cisco Unified Presence functionality into Cisco 
Pulse. If this functionality is not integrated, this column does not 
display. 

Each icon indicates the availability status of an expertise provider 
for collaboration. For information on the Cisco Unified Presence 
functionality and icons, see the “How Cisco Unified Presence 
Integration Affects the Search Results” section on page 5-11. 

Name, Title, Location column Displays the name, and corporate title and location of each 
expertise provider. 

To view the mini public profile of an expertise provider, hover 
your cursor over the name of that person.

To view the full public profile of an expertise provider, click the 
name of that person. 

Experience Summary column Displays one or both of these strings for an expertise provider:

• Pulse Tag—During a search of the Pulse Index, the displayed 
Pulse tag(s) were found. 

• Profile Match—During a search of the public profiles, the 
displayed profile tag(s) or keyword(s) were found.

NetPulse column Displays a horizontal bar that graphically depicts an expertise 
provider’s recent activity with a matched Pulse tag. If the Pulse 
Locator matched on profile tags or keywords, the horizontal bar 
displays, but is not filled. 

For more information on NetPulse, see the “Understanding 
NetPulse” section on page 5-11. 

Page count Displays the page currently shown and the total number of pages 
for the table.

Paging buttons To move through the pages, click the first and last page buttons or 
the previous or next page buttons as desired. 

Related Information Content Area—This area appears only if the Pulse Locator finds at least one 
expertise provider and at least one document or video for the specified term.

Top Videos Displays the five most relevant videos for the specified Pulse 
Vocabulary term. For more information on videos, see the “Video 
Search Results” section on page 5-29. 

Top Documents Displays the five most relevant documents for the specified Pulse 
Vocabulary term. For more information on documents, see the 
“Document Search Results” section on page 5-32. 

Table 5-1 Search Results Elements (continued)

Element Description 
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People Search Results
These topics explain important features that you can use to control the view of your people search results 
and collaborate with expertise providers: 

• List View, page 5-10

• How Cisco Unified Presence Integration Affects the Search Results, page 5-11

• Refining Your People Search Results, page 5-13

• Learning More About Expertise Providers, page 5-17

• Clicking to Collaborate With Expertise Providers, page 5-19

List View

If the Pulse Locator finds matches for the term you specified, it displays a list of expertise providers in 
the People Matches content area of the Search Results page as shown in Figure 5-6. 

Figure 5-6 Sample Search Results Page—Viewing People Matches 

Cisco Pulse displays the expertise providers in descending order of their recent experience with the 
specified term. 

Cisco Pulse gives a higher rating to expertise providers with an Experience Summary that includes 
“Pulse Tag” than to expertise providers with “Profile Match.” “Pulse Tag” indicates that the expertise 
provider was identified through Pulse tags and analysis, whereas “Profile Match” indicates that the 
expertise provider was identified through a public profile search that matched self-declared profile tags 
and keywords, and so on. 

For more information on NetPulse, see the “Understanding NetPulse” section on page 5-11. 
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Related Topics

• How Cisco Unified Presence Integration Affects the Search Results, page 5-11

• Refining Your People Search Results, page 5-13

• Learning More About Expertise Providers, page 5-17

• Clicking to Collaborate With Expertise Providers, page 5-19

Understanding NetPulse

A NetPulse is a graphical horizontal bar that appears in the list view of the people search results. Cisco 
Pulse assigns a NetPulse to each expertise provider in the search results for these reasons: 

• To show an expertise provider’s recent activity with the Pulse tags matched for a particular Pulse 
Locator search.

• To rate each expertise provider in relation to the other expertise providers who also appear in the 
search results. 

Note If an expertise provider is identified by a profile match, a NetPulse is displayed in the search results, but 
is not filled. 

Related Topics

• List View, page 5-10

How Cisco Unified Presence Integration Affects the Search Results

If the Cisco Unified Presence functionality is integrated into Cisco Pulse, the availability status of 
expertise providers who are known to Cisco Unified Presence appears as described: 

• In the Pulse Locator search results, a status icon appears for each known expertise provider as shown 
in Figure 5-7. If an expertise provider is not known to Cisco Unified Presence, an icon does not 
display. If an expertise provider is not supported by any Presence clients, for example, the Cisco 
Unified Personal Communicator, the icon status indicates “unavailable.” If the Cisco Unified 
Presence functionality is not integrated into Cisco Pulse, the column of icons does not appear.

• In the mini public profile of an expertise provider, which is accessible from the Pulse Locator search 
results, an availability status icon appears next to the name as shown in Figure 5-8. If an expertise 
provider is not supported by any Presence clients, the icon status indicates “unknown.” If the Cisco 
Unified Presence functionality is not integrated into Cisco Pulse or an expertise provider is not 
known to Cisco Unified Presence, the icon does not appear.
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Figure 5-7 Sample Search Results Page—Displaying Availability Status Icons in List View 

Figure 5-8 Sample Mini Public Profile—Displaying Availability Status Icon

Table 5-2 describes the possible status for each expertise provider. 
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Note Cisco Pulse retrieves the status of each expertise provider as it assembles and presents the search results. 
If the status of an expertise provider changes after Cisco Pulse presents the search results, Cisco Pulse 
does not update the status in the search results. 

Related Topics

• List View, page 5-10

• Refining Your People Search Results, page 5-13

• Learning More About Expertise Providers, page 5-17

• Clicking to Collaborate With Expertise Providers, page 5-19

Refining Your People Search Results

After Cisco Pulse presents your people search results, you can refine the list of expertise providers using 
filters. Cisco Pulse supports these filters: 

• Role

• Group

• Country

• State

• City

• Zip

Table 5-2 Availability Status Icons

Icon Description

Available for collaboration. 

Busy or does not want to be disturbed (DND). 

On the phone, away, or on vacation. 

Unavailable. 

A status of “unavailable” indicates that the expertise provider is 
not supported by any Presence clients.

No icon No functionality or unknown user.

If Cisco Unified Presence functionality is not integrated into 
Cisco Pulse or a user is not known to Cisco Unified Presence, an 
icon does not appear. 
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• Profile 

• Presence

The filters that are available depend on how your system administrator configured them. 

The Profile filter is available only when your search results include expertise providers who were located 
through their public profile (Profile Match). This filter enables you to narrow your search results to 
expertise providers who were located through their public profiles. 

These topic describes how to refine the people search results:

• Refining People Search Results in List View, page 5-14

Related Topics

• List View, page 5-10

• How Cisco Unified Presence Integration Affects the Search Results, page 5-11

• Learning More About Expertise Providers, page 5-17

• Clicking to Collaborate With Expertise Providers, page 5-19

Refining People Search Results in List View

Figure 5-9 shows sample search results for the term “collaboration.” The search results produced 40 
expertise providers. 

Figure 5-9 Sample Search Results in List View 
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Cisco Pulse populates the tree structure filters from these sources:

• Roles, groups, and corporate location details are taken from the public profiles of the expertise 
providers. 

• Profile is comprised of terms matched upon during the profile search (Profile Match). 

• Presence includes the availability status of known expertise providers as taken from Cisco Unified 
Presence, if it is integrated in Cisco Pulse. 

For example, if you click on Role, the roles included are those of the expertise providers in the search 
results as shown in Figure 5-10. 

Figure 5-10 Sample Populated Role Filter 

If you want to refine the list to people who can provide technical details, for example, software 
engineers, click to choose Engineer, Software. The role filter refines the list to four software engineers 
as shown in Figure 5-11. 
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Figure 5-11 Sample Search Results—Using the Role Filter 

To further refine the list to people who are currently available for collaboration, click Presence to expand 
it, then click Available. The Status filter refines the list to one software engineer who is currently 
available for collaboration as shown in Figure 5-12.

Figure 5-12 Sample Search Results—Using the Presence Filter 

You can undo one or all filters that you used. For example, if you decide that you do not want to limit 
your collaboration to software engineers only, you can click the cross icon to undo the Role filter as 
shown in Figure 5-13, and Cisco Pulse adds back people of varying roles who are currently available for 
collaboration. 
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Figure 5-13 Sample Search Results—Undo Filter 

Related Topics

• Refining Your People Search Results, page 5-13

Learning More About Expertise Providers

After Cisco Pulse provides people search results, there are two ways that you can learn more about an 
expertise provider: 

• View a mini public profile by hovering your cursor over the name of the expertise provider in the 
Name, Title, Location column (see Figure 5-14). 

• View the full public profile (see Figure 5-15) in the list view by clicking the name of the expertise 
provider in the Name, Title, Location column. 

For more information on the full and mini public profiles, see the “Public Profiles Elements” section on 
page 3-5. 
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Figure 5-14 Viewing a Mini Profile From the Search Results Page

Figure 5-15 Viewing a Full Profile From the Search Results Page

Related Topics

• List View, page 5-10

• How Cisco Unified Presence Integration Affects the Search Results, page 5-11

• Refining Your People Search Results, page 5-13

• Clicking to Collaborate With Expertise Providers, page 5-19
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Clicking to Collaborate With Expertise Providers

The Click-to-Collaborate features enable you to click an icon in these locations to quickly collaborate 
with an expertise provider: 

• The Collaboration Options area of a full public profile as shown in Figure 5-16. 

• The Contact Information area of a mini public profile as shown in Figure 5-17. 

Figure 5-16 Sample Full Profile—Click-to-Collaborate Icons

Figure 5-17 Sample Mini Profile—Click-to-Collaborate Icons
 

Cisco Pulse supports these contact methods: 

• Email—Corporate email system

• Phone—Corporate land line

• Mobile—Mobile phone 
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• Instant messaging —Instant messaging application

• Cisco WebEx—Cisco WebEx meeting software

• Meeting—Schedule a Microsoft Outlook meeting

Note The Cisco WebEx icon appears in the full and mini public profiles provided that your organization 
implements the Cisco WebEx meeting application and your system administrator has set up this feature 
to work with Cisco Pulse.

Note Although considered a Click-to-Collaborate feature, the schedule a meeting feature is implemented 
differently than the others. Instead of clicking an icon in the full or mini profiles, you select meeting 
attendees, then click the Schedule a Meeting button in the Pulse Locator search results. For more 
information on this feature, see the “Schedule a Meeting” section on page 5-26. 

Table 5-3 maps each icon to the supported contact method. 

These topics describe how to use Click-to-Collaborate:

• Click-to-Email, page 5-21

• Click-to-Call, page 5-22

• Click-to-IM, page 5-23

• Click-to-WebEx, page 5-25

• Schedule a Meeting, page 5-26

Related Topics

• List View, page 5-10

• How Cisco Unified Presence Integration Affects the Search Results, page 5-11

Table 5-3 Click-to-Collaborate Icons

Icon Preferred Contact Method

Email 

Corporate land line

Mobile phone

Instant messaging

Cisco WebEx meeting

Schedule a meeting
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• Refining Your People Search Results, page 5-13

• Learning More About Expertise Providers, page 5-17

Click-to-Email

You can quickly collaborate with an expertise provider using your corporate email system. 

Procedure

To use Click-to-Email:

Step 1 In the full or mini profile of an expertise provider, click the email icon.

Figure 5-18 shows how to click the icon in a full profile. 

Figure 5-18 Sample Full Profile—Clicking Email Icon

A new email pre-addressed to the expertise provider by way of your corporate email application appears 
as shown in Figure 5-19. 
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Figure 5-19 Click-to-Email 

Step 2 Enter the desired fields of the email, including the email content.

Step 3 Send the email. 

Related Topics

• Click-to-Call, page 5-22

• Click-to-IM, page 5-23

• Click-to-WebEx, page 5-25

• Schedule a Meeting, page 5-26

Click-to-Call

You can quickly collaborate with an expertise provider by phone. An expertise provider can specify a 
corporate land line or mobile phone as their preferred contact method. When you click the respective 
icon, Cisco Pulse places a call from your corporate land line to the phone specified by the expertise 
provider. 

Note This contact method is available only if your organization implements Cisco Unified Communications 
Manager and your system administrator has set up this feature to work with Cisco Pulse. 

Procedure

To use Click-to-Call:

Step 1 In the full or mini profile of an expertise provider, click the corporate land line or mobile phone icon. 

Figure 5-20 shows how to click of the corporate land line icon in a full profile.
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Figure 5-20 Sample Full Profile—Clicking Corporate Land Line Icon

A dialog box that is pre-populated with the phone numbers of the expertise provider and your corporate 
land line appears as shown in Figure 5-21. 

Figure 5-21 Click-to-Call 

Step 2 To place the call, click Call Now.

Step 3 When your corporate land line rings, pick up the receiver and wait for the expertise provider to answer 
their phone. 

Related Topics

• Click-to-Email, page 5-21

• Click-to-IM, page 5-23

• Click-to-WebEx, page 5-25

• Schedule a Meeting, page 5-26

Click-to-IM

You can quickly collaborate with an expertise provider using the AOL Instant Messenger (AIM) 
protocol. You must use one of these applications as a client through which you can establish an instant 
messaging session with an expertise provider:

• AIM application

• Cisco WebEx Connect application
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You can click the instant messaging icon in a full or mini profile. Your client application opens and if 
you have the automatic login feature enabled, it attempts to launch a session with the expertise provider. 

Before You Begin

You must have one of the supported applications installed on your system, and a username and password 
for the application. 

Procedure

To use Click-to-IM:

Step 1 In the full or mini profile of an expertise provider, click the instant messaging icon. 

Figure 5-22 shows how to click the instant messaging icon in a full profile.

Figure 5-22 Sample Full Profile—Clicking the Instant Messaging Icon

If you have both supported applications installed on your system, a dialog box opens, prompting you to 
open the AIM links with one of the applications. Select the desired application. 

Otherwise, the instant messaging application opens.

Step 2 If you do not have the automatic login feature enabled, log into the instant messaging application.

Step 3 If the expertise provider is not in your list of contacts, add this person to your list.

Step 4 Check to see if the expertise provider is available for an instant messaging session, and if this person is 
available, launch a session. 

Related Topics

• Click-to-Email, page 5-21

• Click-to-Call, page 5-22

• Click-to-WebEx, page 5-25

• Schedule a Meeting, page 5-26
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Click-to-WebEx

You can quickly collaborate with an expertise provider using Cisco WebEx meeting software. To do so, 
click the Cisco WebEx icon in the full or mini profile of an expertise provider, and you are prompted to 
log into the Cisco WebEx application. After the application opens, you can invite one or more expertise 
providers to join the meeting. 

Note This contact method is available only if your organization implements the Cisco WebEx meeting 
application and your system administrator has set up this feature to work with Cisco Pulse. 

Before You Begin

You must have a Cisco WebEx username and password. 

Procedure

To use Click-to-WebEx:

Step 1 In the full or mini profile of an expertise provider, click the Cisco WebEx icon as shown in Figure 5-23. 

Figure 5-23 Sample Search Results—Clicking Cisco WebEx Icon

A Cisco WebEx dialog box appears, prompting you to log into the application as shown in Figure 5-24. 
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Figure 5-24 Click-to-WebEx—Logging Into the Cisco WebEx Application 

Step 2 Enter your Cisco WebEx username and password, then click Log In. 

The Cisco WebEx application opens, and places you in a meeting. 

Step 3 Invite one or more expertise providers to join you in a teleconference and web meeting. 

Related Topics

• Click-to-Email, page 5-21

• Click-to-Call, page 5-22

• Click-to-IM, page 5-23

• Schedule a Meeting, page 5-26

Schedule a Meeting 

You can schedule a Microsoft Outlook meeting with one or more of the expertise providers who appear 
in the Pulse Locator search results. 

To use this feature, you select meeting attendees, then click the Schedule a Meeting button. When 
selecting your meeting attendees, keep these factors in mind:

• You can select each attendee individually by clicking a check box next to their next name. 

• If your name appears in the Pulse Locator search results, you cannot select yourself as a meeting 
attendee because as the meeting initiator, you are included in the meeting by default.

• Any selections you make apply to the current page only. If your Pulse Locator search results span 
multiple pages and you select a meeting attendee on the first page, then go to the next page, the 
selection made on the first page is lost. To prevent this situation, we suggest that you increase the 
number of rows displayed in a page before scheduling a meeting. To increase the number of rows, 
click the drop-down arrow to select a greater number than currently displayed, then click Go. 
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Before You Begin

Cisco Pulse supports this feature under these conditions:

• You have a Microsoft Windows XP client. 

• You have the Microsoft Outlook 2003 or 2007 application installed and open. 

• You access Cisco Pulse using one of the supported browsers described in “Client and Browser 
Requirements” section on page 2-1. 

Procedure

To schedule a meeting with expertise providers in the Pulse Locator search results page:

Step 1 Select each meeting attendee by clicking the check box next to their name.

After you select the first attendee, the Schedule a Meeting button is activated. Figure 5-25 displays a 
sample Pulse Locator search results page with a few meeting attendees selected. 

Figure 5-25 Sample Pulse Locator Search Results—Scheduling a Meeting

Step 2 After you have selected all meeting attendees, click Schedule a Meeting as shown in Figure 5-25. 

A dialog box might appear, as shown in Figure 5-26, if you have not previously bound the Cisco Pulse 
application extension to the Microsoft Outlook application. 
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Figure 5-26 Sample Meeting Invitation Dialog Box

Step 3 If a dialog box appears, make sure that “Open with Microsoft Office Outlook” is selected, then click OK. 

A Microsoft Outlook meeting invitation appears as shown in Figure 5-27. Cisco Pulse populates these 
template fields as described:

• The To: field with the email addresses of the selected meeting attendees. 

• The Subject: field with verbiage that indicates the meeting was initiated through Cisco Pulse and the 
term upon which you searched, for example, “collaboration.”

• The Start and End times: fields with the current date and hour. For example, if you clicked Schedule 
a Meeting on Monday, December 21 at 9:46 am, Cisco Pulse pre-selects the meeting start time of 
9:00 am and the end time of 9:59 am on that date.

• The meeting invitation body with a message that identifies you as the meeting initiator and with the 
email addresses of the selected meeting attendees. 

Note If you are using Microsoft Outlook 2003, Cisco Pulse does not populate the To: field with the 
email addresses of the meeting attendees. You must copy these email addresses from the meeting 
invitation body and paste them in the To: field. 

Figure 5-27 Sample Microsoft Outlook Email Template

Step 4 Change the Cisco Pulse-populated meeting details, for example, add more attendees, change the date, 
and start and end times, and so on. 
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Step 5 For Microsoft Outlook 2003 users only, copy the email addresses of the meeting attendees from the 
meeting invitation body and paste them in the To: field. 

Step 6 Send the meeting invitation. 

Related Topics

• Click-to-Email, page 5-21

• Click-to-Call, page 5-22

• Click-to-IM, page 5-23

• Click-to-WebEx, page 5-25

Related Information Search Results
Cisco Pulse analyzes web videos and documents accessed by users across the network for terms in the 
Pulse Vocabulary. Examples include a product datasheet posted on the external website of your 
organization, or a training video introducing the same product posted on the internal website. 

If Cisco Pulse discovers a video or document with Pulse Vocabulary terms, it stores the terms, the users 
associated with the video or document, and metadata, such as the URL to the video or document, in the 
Pulse Index. 

If you perform a search on a term, the Pulse Locator searches the Pulse Index using the process described 
in the “Understanding the Pulse Locator Search Parameters” section on page 5-1 and can present up to 
five unique videos and five unique documents in the Related Information area of the Search Results page. 
The displayed videos and documents are considered by the Pulse Locator to be the most relevant. 

The Related Information content area in the Search Results page appears under these circumstances:

• If the Pulse Locator finds at least one expertise provider for a specified term. 

• If the Pulse Locator finds at least one related document or video for a specified term.

This topic describes these related information search results:

• Video Search Results, page 5-29

• Document Search Results, page 5-32

Related Topics

• People Search Results, page 5-10

Video Search Results

The Top Videos content area can display the top five videos as shown in the sample Search Results page 
in Figure 5-28. The Top Videos content area can also include MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 (MP3) audio files.
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Figure 5-28 Sample Search Results Page—Top Videos 

Table 5-4 describes the Top Videos search results elements. 

Before playing a video or audio file in the Pulse Locator search results page, verify that your browser 
supports the Adobe Flash Player 9 and above. However, we highly recommend upgrading to the latest 
available Adobe Flash Player version for the best performance.

To play a video or audio file, click the associated thumbnail sketch. The Cisco Pulse Media Player 
window appears, and if playing a video, the video appears in the left screen as shown in Figure 5-29. If 
playing an audio file, the left screen remains blank and you hear the audio only.

Table 5-4 Top Videos Search Results Elements

Element Description

Thumbnail sketch Displays a thumbnail sketch of each video or audio file. 

For videos, the thumbnail sketch is the frame shown 3 seconds from the 
beginning of the video. If this video frame is not available, a default 
thumbnail sketch appears. 

For audio files, a default thumbnail sketch always appears. 

video-filename Displays the name of the video or audio file. 

Horizontal scroll bar If more than one thumbnail sketch displays, they are typically nested. A 
thumbnail sketch must be in the front position so that you can play it. To 
bring the leftmost nested thumbnail sketches to the front, move the 
horizontal scroll bar to the left. To bring the rightmost nested thumbnail 
sketches to the front, move the scroll bar to the right. 

Alternatively, you can hover your cursor to un-nest the thumbnail sketch, 
then click it to bring it to the front. 
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Figure 5-29 Sample Cisco Pulse Media Player Window—Playing a Video 

While the video or audio file plays, you can control it in these ways: 

• To pause the video or audio, click the Pause icon to the left of the horizontal scroll bar.

• To skip to the video or audio segment wherein a particular Pulse Vocabulary term is mentioned, click 
the term in the right side of the window. which causes the player to automatically jump to the first 
occurrence of the term in the video or audio file. One or more markers that denote the beginning of 
these segments appear above the horizontal scroll bar as shown in Figure 5-30. Click each marker 
to view or listen to each segment.

• To stop the video and close the window, click the Close link at the bottom of the window. 

Figure 5-30 Sample Cisco Pulse Media Player Window—Term Occurrence Markers 

While playing a video or audio file, keep these factors in mind:

• Cisco Pulse plays a video or audio file as is from its original location. 

• Cisco Pulse does not normalize the audio volume in a video or audio file. The audio volume of the 
file that you are playing depends on the audio volume of the original recording.

• The tagging accuracy of Pulse Vocabulary terms in a video or audio file depends on the quality of 
the original audio recording. If an audio recording is of high quality, for example, you can hear what 
the speakers are saying distinctly and clearly, the tagging accuracy is higher. If the audio recording 
is of poor quality, for example, the speakers’ words are muffled or garbled, the accuracy of the 
tagging is lower. 
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Related Topics

• Document Search Results, page 5-32

Document Search Results

The Related Information content area can display the top five documents as shown in the sample Search 
Results page in Figure 5-31. 

Figure 5-31 Sample Search Results Page—Top Documents 

Cisco Pulse supports these document formats:

• ASCII text

• HTML

• Microsoft Excel

• Microsoft PowerPoint

• Microsoft Word

• PDF

Table 5-5 describes the Top Document search results elements. 
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Table 5-6 outlines the supported document formats and describes what happens when you open each type 
of document. 

Related Topics

• Video Search Results, page 5-29

Table 5-5 Top Document Search Results Elements

Element Description

document-format icon Displays an icon for these document formats:

• HTML

• Microsoft PowerPoint

• Microsoft Word

• PDF

For ASCII text and Microsoft Excel documents, an icon does not display. 

document-filename link Displays the document filename. To open the document, click the 
document-filename link. 

Table 5-6 Supported Document Formats and Behavior When Opening a Document

Document Format What Happens When You Open a Document

ASCII text
HTML
PDF

The document opens in a browser. 

Note By default, a PDF document opens in a browser. However, if you 
configured it to do so, PDF documents open in a PDF viewer. 

Microsoft Excel
Microsoft PowerPoint
Microsoft Word

The system prompts you to take one of these actions:

• Open the document in the respective Microsoft application.

• Save the document to your desktop, and open it in the respective 
Microsoft application at your convenience. 
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